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CURRICULUM
Our History this term will
be learning about Ancient
Greece and the lasting
impact that the Ancient
Greeks have on our lives.
Art will link to our topic of
Ancient Greece as we will
create images of Greek
Urns and mythical
creatures using printing
techniques.
RE this term will be
focused on Islam, festivals
and way of life and
comparing it to how
Christians celebrate.
Computing will be looking
at coding and
understanding key terms
such as algorithm, debug
and loop.
RSE will be concentrating
on being British, healthy
bodies healthy minds,
coping with change and
we will continue to focus
on Mindfulness and good
Mental Health.
Geography will be
learning about Coastal
Regions
P.E. This term we will be
continuing with tennis and
then we will focus on
practising a range of skills
to prepare for sports day!

PE REMINDER
Our PE days are
Wednesday and Friday.
Children should come
into school in their PE kit
on these days.

Final Term in Year 4
We hope that you had a
fabulous Easter break
and managed to rest and
spend time with your
family and friends. We
are really excited to be
entering our final term in
Year 4. Through our
topic of Groovy Greeks,
we will be exploring
Myths and Legends and
even get an opportunity
to write our own. We will
be focusing on Heros
and Villians and are
excited to learn what the
Greeks did for us?

.
Our Class Reader.

WHAT’S HAPPENING THIS TERM
ENGLISH

MATHS

In English, we will
continue to develop our
different writing skills,
focussing on grammar
and punctuation. We
will be writing a our
own Myths and Legends
and applying all the
knowledge we have
gained in year 4.
Spellings will be worked
upon within school and
the children will also
have their weekly
reading challenges to
complete at home.

We will be continuing
our focus on
timestable’s and
ensuring the speed and
accuracy for all
children. As previously
discussed children can
visit timestables.co.uk
or hitthebutton.com to
further their fluency. In
class, we will be
covering a range of
maths skills including
fractions, time,
properties of shape,
mass and capacity.

SCIENCE
In Science , we will
begin to learn all about
Electricity. We will
explore circuits and
switches and think
about the impact
electricity has on our
lives and alternative
power sources. We
will use our knowledge
of climate change and
build on this to gain a
deeper understanding
of how to preserve our
planet.

